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the objects were actually fashioned (though aside
from the objects from ancient Egypt and ancient
northern Africa, most of the works were produced
in the late 19th and the 20th centuries). (I cannot
resist noting, however, that one commentator in
the catalogue actually argues that aging and dis
integration of an object actually add to its beauty
[510].) Newness here relates to the fluid terms by
which critical and procedural criteria are accepted
and defined. Everyone familiar with the exhibition
of art knows that exhibiting a work enhances its
value. Just being shown in public provides a boost
for an unknown artist. If an object is shown in a
distinguished location such as a famous museum or

exhibition center, the object’s worth is enhanced.
If an object is shown in conjunction with widely
acknowledged works of fine art, what everyone
already proclaims are “masterpieces,” then the
newly exhibited work gains in value. Every time a
public showing occurs, every time a work’s photo
graph appears in a catalogue, every time something
favourable about it appears in print, the work’s
value grows. Such works need not even be intrin
sically “great” to be highly valued. Any carving
once owned by artists such as Derain, Picasso,
or Matisse, or collectors such as Charles Ratton

or Helena Rubinstein would gain in reputation
and value (Price 1989: 102; Rubin 1984: 13 f.).
But then a rather ordinary end table once owned
by Jackie Kennedy, a cookie-jar once owned by
Andy Warhol, or a brooch once possessed by the
Duchess of Windsor are valued far beyond what
similar items would otherwise be worth. And we
should remember that when I mention “value” I
mean this not only in an aesthetic sense but in
terms of money. This is true even for “fine” art that
everyone already believes is “priceless.” When a
few years ago the Museum of Modern Art held a
great cubist show of Braques and Picassos and then
also a huge Matisse retrospective, privately held
works exhibited in those shows were pulled from
the show long enough to be put up for auction.
It was rightly assumed that publicity from these
shows made these works likely to fetch especially
high prices. If this is the case with Picassos and
Matisses already generally agreed to be among
these painters’ finest works, how much more vol
atile are the reputations (and prices) attached to
traditional (primitive) African art where quality
and worth are less clearly understood? Even the
showing of privately owned works that will be
donated to public museums may involve some
moral “stickiness.” Such showings allow two pos
sible ploys. Sometimes not all of the collector’s
works which are shown are then donated to the

museum. Some items may still be held onto by
the owner and those will have now grown in
marketable value. Even when all the objects are
donated to a museum, the show itself has added
to their value which then may constitute a larger
tax write-off than before. I am not arguing totally
against the exhibition of privately held works by
public museums; nor am I suggesting that showing
such works always leads to personal financial gain;
but I want to emphasize that whenever museums
show such works, they risk promoting financial
as well as cultural values. This is true for all art,
Western and non-Western, but exhibition has its
greatest impact upon “new” art whose reputation
(and thus value) is still unsettled.

Traditional African art constitutes some of the

most volatile objects in this sphere. African art
can involve big money. In the past choice items
have commanded terrific prices. A great Fang rel
iquary could bring $ 1,000,000 and a fine Bangwe
wooden figure set a record of $ 3,400,000. Amer
ican dealers applaud the promotion of this exhibit
hoping it will give a boost to the current slump
in the traditional African art market. They are
especially pleased that the exhibit gives attention
to non-figurative items such as textiles, jewellery,
and utensils because they are “the fastest growing
segment of the market” (Vincent 1996: 126).

With these points in mind, we can reassess
the implications of Phillips’ boast that the present
exhibition has provided public visibility to a great
mass of traditional African art still in the hands
of collectors and art dealers. Both the exhibit and

catalogue have promoted the reputation and appre
ciation of such pieces but also their market value.
Risk of promoting the value of private property
probably should not prevent public curators from
ever showing privately held pieces, but it should
make them deeply cautious about doing so and
aware that their obligations as public servants and
their possible roles as promoters of privately held
property may at times be at odds. In this sense,
Phillips’ disclosure that he placed his own Ashanti
gold weights in the show (1996: 31) is disturb
ing, especially considering Siebers’ view that more
Ashanti weights are exhibited than seems appro

priate (1996: 69).

d) Multiple Africas: Ethnic Identities and
Diversities

In his introductory essay to the catalogue, Appiah
refers to a multiplicity of African identities or
ethnicities and how these produce a multiplicity


